The APC™ Adhesive Coated Appliance System

Always a step ahead.
The most efficient bonding system in Orthodontics

Choose From Two Light Cure Adhesives

APC™ PLUS
APC™ II

You can choose from two adhesive formulas based on your feature preferences: APC™ PLUS Adhesive or APC™ II Adhesive.

Select the Bracket that Meets Your Needs

Whether your treatment plan calls for traditional metal, aesthetic or self-ligating brackets, the APC™ Adhesive Coated Appliance System can meet your needs. Choose from SmartClip™ SL3 and Clarity™ SL Self-Ligating Brackets, Victory Series™ Brackets and other 3M Unitek appliance systems.

Inventory Control and Dispensing System

The APC™ System features 7x7 storage and dispensing capacity. You can store a minimum of 20 cases of brackets by slot size, tooth and prescription. A convenient patient setup tray lets you transfer exactly what you need to chair side. Each adhesive coated bracket comes in an individually labeled package for easy identification. The tamper-evident heat seal ensures adhesive consistency.

One-Step Self Etching Primer

Transbond™ Plus Self Etching Primer etches and primes in one simple step without compromising bond strength. Performs in both moist and dry conditions.

Quick Curing LED Light

Equipped with a high-intensity 1600mW/cm² blue LED, the Ortholux™ Luminous Curing Light is designed to reduce bonding time and enhance patient satisfaction. The light also delivers comfort and convenience with a one-piece, pen shaped, stainless steel handheld piece, rechargeable Lithium ion battery and built-in light meter.
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Reduced Bonding Variables, Fewer Steps, Less Time

And of course, the ability to work with greater confidence and peace of mind.
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All the efficiency and reliability you deserve — and then some.

Nothing embodies the spirit of 3M innovation quite like the APC™ Adhesive Coated Appliance System. It’s a sterling and inspired example of 3M innovative adhesive technology and expertise.

Take this tiny glob of adhesive you see. A mere lump of semi-liquid substance you say? Far from it. Countless hours of thinking have gone into what is, in fact, an advanced formula adhesive like no other, that you can use to bond brackets to teeth.

When it comes to the brackets (your choice of traditional metal, aesthetic or self-ligating), each one is coated with just the right amount of soft, pliable adhesive — or glob, if you prefer — so there are fewer bonding steps than traditional light-curing methods.

Combined with tamper-evident, single use blister packs, coded for traceability, one thing is certain: the APC Adhesive Coated Appliance System offers stronger bonds across the board — between appliance and enamel, and orthodontist and patient. Now that’s something everyone can adhere to.
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Contact your 3M Unitek sales representative today to find out how the APC™ Adhesive Coated Appliance System can provide the ease and efficiency you’ve been looking for.